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Relevant to: cryptoasset firms operating or seeking to operate in the UK
The UK Government is trying to “ensure the UK financial services sector remains at the cutting edge of
technology, attracting investment, jobs and widening consumer choice” through planned activities
including closer collaboration with the industry; producing an NFT with the Royal Mint; and
creating a ‘financial market infrastructure sandbox’ to promote innovation. 

Alongside their effort to attract and grow new businesses and innovation, the Treasury
acknowledged the need for “financial stability and high regulatory standards so that these new
technologies can ultimately be used both reliably and safely.” 

Other industry figures have been more measured and cautious than the Treasury in their
responses to the growth of crypto. At a recent conference, Bank of England governor Andrew
Bailey said that “Cryptocurrency is the new front line for scammers”, and Jessica Rusu, the FCA’s Chief
Data, Information and Intelligence Officer stressed the risk that cryptoassets pose to consumers,
particularly as FCA research has found that “over 2 million people in the UK are invested in
cryptoassets.”

To find out more, read Complyport’s article Mixed Messages: Crypto Developments and Regulatory
Caution

Editor's Note
Richard Corbyn, Director of Authorisations

sources, including more detailed insight
articles. Where you find a topic that is relevant
to your firm, please contact us to discuss how
we may work together. 

We welcome and encourage feedback on the
kinds of content and updates you’d find helpful
or would be interested to see more of. Please
do send me your thoughts at
richard.corbyn@complyport.co.uk. All that's left
to say is: enjoy our debut new issue.

  elcome, everyone, to the first edition of
Complyport’s relaunched ‘Reg Roundup’: a
monthly digest of regulatory updates, industry
developments, and news stories of note. 

The compliance, risk, and governance
landscape is vast and notoriously challenging
to navigate. We hope that receiving regular
updates will equip our readers with the
information they need to traverse this
landscape more confidently and effectively.
Many of our entries  contain  links  to  external
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The FCA has recently set out its proposals for Early and High Growth Oversight. This scheme is an
acknowledgement that newly-authorised firms “can face challenges in meeting their regulatory
obligations in the first few years after authorisation.” As such, following a successful pilot, the FCA is
launching the Early and High Growth Oversight initiative to provide closer support supfor 300
newly authorised businesses by the end of 2023. 

The Treasury has announced plans for the creation of a Public Sector Fraud Authority (PSFA) to
supplement and reinforce the Taxpayer Protection Taskforce launched in March 2021. Staffed by
“an elite fraud squad” of data experts and economic crime investigators tasked with recovering
public funds, the PSFA will attempt to settle discontent and answer government critics.

The proposed plan will cost £25 million, in addition to the £100 million that the 2021 taskforce
cost, and will aim to crack down on criminal fraudsters who have taken taxpayer money. The
authority will also be in charge of monitoring suspicious activity and entities trying to gain access
to government contracts, and will review existing programmes to try to detect any vulnerabilities
to fraud.

This announcement comes as the the British Business Bank has promised to investigate and
condemn any banks that have taken taxpayer money to recoup losses from fraudulent Covid
loans without applying the appropriate checks to prevent these losses in the first place.

A recent Complyport article mentioned the National Audit Office (NAO)’s estimate that Bounce
Back Loans (BBLs) worth £4.9 billion were fraudulent. This was the alleged result of outdated and
ineffective legal requirements as well as the failure of the government to implement adequate
fraud prevention measures in a timely manner—namely at the point that these loans were
granted.

Find out more: Due Diligence Demands: Banks Under Increased Compliance Pressure
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HMT Announces Public Sector Fraud Authority Plans

FCA Early Oversight Update

Regulators & Industry Leaders

Relevant to: newly-authorised firms; firms seeking FCA authorisation

“enhanced supervision” over firms while they
acclimatise to regulated status
support for firms in understanding their obligations so
they can meet the FCA’s standards sooner
an opportunity for the FCA to identify and address
harm developing in newly authorised firms quicker.

The initiative will offer:

Firms will not need to apply to be part of the scheme – the
FCA will contact firms directly upon inclusion.

Find out more at: Close Cooperation: FCA plans to offer more support for newly authorised firms

Relevant to: firms which provided and received coronavirus Bounce Back Loans
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N Trust, a Malta based financial services provider whose core business is the incorporation and
administrative support of corporate structures, has been fined by the Financial Intelligence
Analysis Unit (FIAU), after a suspicious investment setup was uncovered. The number of red flags
raised by the FIAU demonstrated a lack of robust anti money laundering procedures in the
company’s framework, resulting in the fine.

Source: The Times of Malta

The digitalisation of financial services and compliance shows no signs of stopping—meaning that
supervision is becoming increasingly digital in response. New content from the Financial Conduct
Authority highlights how they are responding at pace and within actions that parallel their EU
counterparts. From leveraging data to regulating regtech, the message is clear: ‘digital’ must be a
priority for regulators and regulated entities alike. Regulated firms need to ask themselves if and
how they can keep up.

In an effort to curb and combat the growth of malicious cybercriminal activities, the US
Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) has sanctioned the world’s
largest darknet market. Known as Hydra Market, it is based in Russia, and has actively aided and
abetted criminals by providing a platform for cybercrime services, drugs, and illicit trade. 

The large-scale operation that took place and involved a number of law enforcement
organisations demonstrates the willingness and capacity of law enforcement to act within a space
that was considered previously impossible to police. Hydra servers located in Germany have also
been shut down and $25mil worth of Bitcoin seized.

Source: US Department of the Treasury
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Penalties and Sanctions

US Treasury sanctions Russian-based darknet market

FIAU fines Malta firm €94,000 over inadequate money
laundering checks

FCA Increases Focus on "Building a digital regulator"
Relevant to: firms authorised by the FCA

The FCA’s vision for the years ahead is to become a digital
regulatory body whilst expanding and protecting its
intelligence and data assets. As outlined in a recent
speech by their Chief Data, Information and Intelligence
Officer, Jessica Rusu, the FCA believes that they must “be
intelligence led and prepare for the future”, making use
of data science and advanced analytics in order to ensure
that their decision-making is judicious when regulating at
scale.

Find out more from ComplyPortal at: Driving Digital
Approaches: Recent Regulator Moves

https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/fiau-fines-firm-94000-over-lax-money-laundering-checks.943878
https://complyportal.uk/news/supervision-and-compliance-challenges-in-a-digital-age/
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0701
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/speeches/building-digital-regulator-how-fca-riding-innovation-wave
https://complyportal.uk/news/driving-digital-approaches-regulator-trends/


The Financial Action Taskforce (FATF)’s mission is to set appropriate international standards
(otherwise known as Recommendations) on Anti-Money Laundering, Combating the Financing of
Terrorism, and Countering Proliferation Financing (AML/CFT/ CPF) and to keep updating and
reviewing the appropriateness of these standards. They achieve the latter by continuously
monitoring and assessing new and emerging risks and updating their standards accordingly.

While their evaluations have historically focused on the implementation of their
recommendations by member countries,  evaluations now focus much more heavily on the
effectiveness of the implementation.

To monitor and measure this, the FATF published a Report on the State of Effectiveness and
Compliance with their AML / CTF & CPF Standards and Recommendations in April 2022. The report
essentially offers a snapshot of the present-day technical compliance and effectiveness of regimes
put in place by those FATF member countries (or FATF Style Regional Bodies (FSRB) member
countries) which have been evaluated to date.
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Legislation, Regulation, and Industry Standards

UK—Fraud Act 2006 and Digital Fraud Inquiry:

"How the provisions laid out in the Fraud Act 2006 are used in practice for the detection, prevention
and prosecution of fraud;
Whether the act is in need of reform; and
How the Act is being applied to tackle fraud committed online or through digital means.”

On 22 April the House of Lords closed a call for evidence as part of their inquiry into the Fraud Act
2006 and Digital Fraud. This inquiry will examine issues including:

Current and draft legislation will be examined and recommendations will be made to update
these provisions where needed to adequately address the range of tools in a fraudster’s arsenal.
The inquiry is taking place amidst a  lanlandscape of alarming findings about the scale of fraud in
the UK. Fraud-related losses of £1.9bn were reported to Action Fraud (the UK reporting centre for
fraud and cybercrime) between November 2020 and December 2021, and the Fraud Act 2006
Committee itself stated in its call for evidence that “fraud is the most commonly experienced
crime in England and Wales, accounting for approximately 42% of all crime against individuals,
causing losses of billions per year.”dscape

To find out more about efforts to update Counter-Fraud Legislation in the UK, read:
Fraudster Paradise: Closing the Gaps in Counter-Fraud Legislation

Banks Under Increased Compliance Pressure
Relevant to: firms in Financial Action Taskforce-member states
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For more detail about the report and its findings, read Complyport’s article
Following the Money: Recent FATF Compliance Findings

https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/582/fraud-act-2006-and-digital-fraud-committee/news/161575/fraud-act-2006-committee-publishes-call-for-evidence/
https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/582/fraud-act-2006-and-digital-fraud-committee/news/161575/fraud-act-2006-committee-publishes-call-for-evidence/
https://complyport.com/fraudster-paradise-closing-the-gaps-in-counter-fraud-legislation/
https://complyport.com/following-the-money-recent-fatf-compliance-findings/
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Recent News

A solicitor has allegedly tipped off a client regarding the Serious Fraud Office’s plans to launch an
investigation under the proceeds of crime act. The senior partner at London Law firm Osmond &
Osmond, William Osmond, (who founded the firm in 2002), was charged with forging a legal
letter and tipping off a client as to the contents of a pending SFO notice.

Source: City AM

London lawyer forged letter and tipped off client
during probe

Former Apple employee defrauds the tech giant for
more than $10million
A 52-year-old employee who spent 10 years working as a buyer in Apple’s Global Service Supply
Chain Department has been charged with defrauding the firm of over $10 million. Federal
prosecutors claim that he managed to accomplish this over the period of his employment by
“taking kickbacks, stealing equipment, and laundering money”.

Source: AP News

Oxford University reveals potential £37 billion in
Covid support schemes fraud from public funds
University of Oxford analysis indicates that a tenth of the total cost of the Covid Support schemes
could have been taken fraudulently. This amounts to a staggering £37 billion taken right out of
the public purse.

Criminal organisations who were committing fraud even prior to the pandemic soon became
aware of the “reckless lack” of anti-fraud measures implemented by several public bodies.
Consequently, huge amounts were siphoned from initiatives such as the Bounce Back Loan
Scheme and Eat Out to Help Out in 2020 and 2021.

Source: Daily Mail
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Complyport is the City’s market-leading consulting firm supporting the UK financial services
industry for over 20 years. We specialise in providing Governance, Risk and Compliance services
to support the regulated financial services industry to raise standards and thrive.

Complyport advises and assists firms to become authorised and to comply with the rules and
requirements of regulators on an ongoing basis. Our vision is to be there for our clients every
step of the way, helping them change, grow, and excel through expertise, insight, and innovation,
and in so doing to become our clients’ most valued supplier and trusted advisor.

We have successfully assisted over 1000 firms to become authorised with the FCA and EU and are
providing regulatory support to over 600 regulated firms on an ongoing basis globally. With
presence in the UK and EU, as well as via our Associates Network, Complyport can assist firms
across multiple jurisdictions.

Complyport’s multidisciplinary consultants possess deep expertise in their field, having acted in
FCA skilled person reviews, as expert witnesses in legal cases and as expert investigators for firms
or their legal advisers.

Day to day, we conduct audits and reviews of a firm’s products, processes, policies, and
procedures to identify scope for business, to determine the impact of regulatory developments
and to verify compliance with local regulations. Our clients tell us we live our values; we are
driven, agile and collaborative.

Complyport Ltd (Head Office)
34 Lime Street
London
EC3M 7AT
+44 (0)20 7399 4980
info@complyport.co.uk

AIMA

Accredited by:

Complyport Limited is a Member of the Association of Professional Compliance Consultants and a Member of AIMA
(The Alternative Investment Management Association)

A Government-backed and industry-supported scheme that provides a clear statement of the basic controls organisations should
have in place to protect themselves. The certification defines a focused set of controls which provide clear guidance on basic cyber
security for organisations of all sizes and offers a sound foundation of cyber security measures that all types of organisations can
implement at a low cost.

© Complyport Limited 2022. All rights reserved.

The certification process, vetted also by the Bank of England, covers an audit of policies and practice in areas such as: Anti-Bribery,
Sanctions, Remuneration, Customer Treatment, Information Security, Cyber Security, Records Management, Anti-Money
Laundering, Health & Safety, Whistleblowing, Business Continuity, Diversity & Inclusion, and Environmental.


